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ABSTRACT 
Medical diagnosis is one of the most tedious and complex processes that healthcare per-
sonnel face in their day-to-day life. To establish an adequate treatment, it is essential to 
carry out a correct and early evaluation of each patient. Occasionally, given the number of 
tests that need to be performed, this evaluation process can require a significant amount of 
time, and can negatively affect the patient’s recovery. The objective of this work is the de-
velopment of a new software that, using Artificial Intelligence (AI), offers the healthcare 
professional support in the process of diagnosing the patient, as well as preventing the 
probability of suffering a certain disease, based on test information analytics and demo-
graphic information available. The system allows storing multiple models based on Deep 
Learning (DL), previously trained for the diagnosis of different diseases. These models allow 
predictions to be made based on available medical information. As a use case, one of these 
models has been successfully tested in diagnosing stroke events. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Medical diagnosis is one of the fundamental tasks of physicians and essential and effective treatment. 

The diagnosis is based on the analysis of reliable data, for which the final conclusions will only be valid if 
they are based on exact notions and precise facts. There are a series of premises or basic principles related 
to the diagnostic process [1]:  
• Doctor-patient relationship: essential to obtain the information the doctor needs. If this relationship 

is adequate, it is possible to provide the patient relief and security. 
• Anamnesis: 50% to 75% of diagnoses are made through question-answers. 
• Physical examination: complements the anamnesis, since the physical signs are objective and verifia-

ble marks of the disease, which represent solid and indisputable facts. 
• Association of symptoms and signs: it is very common for doctors to try to group symptoms and 
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signs to make the diagnosis. 
This process usually requires the accomplishment of different medical tests, such as: blood tests, 

X-rays, cardiograms, MRIs, etc. Carrying out these tests can be time consuming, which can sometimes be 
crucial for the correct recovery of the patient. 

Nowadays, the large amount of data generated every day and the computing capabilities of the new 
equipment, as well as the rise and expansion of AI generates a huge amount of application possibilities. 
Medicine is one of the disciplines in which these advances can be applied with promising results. 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are a Machine Learning (ML) and processing paradigm inspired 
by the functioning of the human nervous system. ANN are made up of a set of neurons interconnected by 
links. Each neuron takes as inputs the outputs of the neurons of the predecessor layers, each of these in-
puts is multiplied by a weight, then the partial results are added, and the output is calculated by means of 
an activation function. This output is in turn the input of the neuron it precedes. 

The union of all these interconnected neurons is what makes up the ANN. In this sense, ANN are 
nothing more than massively interconnected networks in parallel of simple and hierarchically organized 
elements, which try to interact with objects in the real world in the same way that the biological nervous 
system does. These methods do not require explicit theory but accurate models and training examples to 
obtain the most suitable network architecture for a specific problem [2]. 

The main objective of this work is to develop a software system that can be used by any medical cen-
ter, as a support tool in the process of medical diagnosis and the management of patient records. With this 
aim in mind, the developed system allows to store multiple DL-based models, previously trained for the 
diagnosis of different diseases that allows making predictions from the medical information available. 

To design the architecture of the system and to be able to test its correct operation, an ANN has been 
designed and trained for the prediction of Stroke Disease. According to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), stroke events are the 2nd leading cause of death globally, responsible for approximately 11% of 
total deaths. Stroke disease can usually be identified by blood tests, brain imaging (CT, MRI, and X-ray), 
ECG and EEG and other physiological neurological methods such as Induced Potential Tests [3].  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review some other projects related to the 
application of AI to medical information. Then, Section 3 is devoted to explaining both the Neural Net-
work model training and the architecture of the developed system. Then, in Section 4, we show the results 
of the evaluation of the tool after a period of test. Last, Section 5 summarizes conclusions and further 
work. 

2. RELATED WORK 
A series of previous works that apply ANN and Expert Systems (ES) to the problem of making a di-

agnosis are detailed below. All of them are focused on the treatment of specific diseases.  
In [4], two Multilayer Perceptrons (MP), based on regional CortexID Z-scores, were trained in order 

to classify different types of dementia and map with MMSE score. The proposed architecture obtains good 
classification accuracy comparing with physicians’ diagnosis using both clinical and laboratory data. 

Another ANN-based solution is described in [5]. The system allows to identify three main heart dis-
eases: mitral stenosis, aortic stenosis, and ventricular septal defect. It can also deliver assistance for doctors 
to make advanced heart diagnosis using real medical data. 

In [6], authors developed an ES for quick diagnosis and detection of Staphylococcus Aureus bacteria 
on human skin to help doctors in the treatment of staph infectious diseases. The inference engine of the 
system provides the answer based on doctors’ request using the developed user interface. 

The project described in [7] is a binary classification system constructed by means of an ANN to ana-
lyze whether a person under study is analyzed to be Parkinson disease patient or not. The classifier uses 16 
biological quantities to obtain a classification success rate of around 80%. 

In [8] authors presented a novelty system for fully automatic segmentation of multiple sclerosis le-
sions from brain tissues using and entropy-based Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm and Markov 
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random fields. The proposed method estimates a gaussian mixture model with three kernels as cerebros-
pinal fluid (CSF), normal tissue and multiple sclerosis lesions providing better results than previous me-
thods in the field. 

Momentum Contrast (MoCo) [9] is an AI-based project that uses clinical data such as chest X-rays in 
order to aid researchers and physicians to predict which patients are at highest risk for deterioration 
caused by COVID-19. 

In recent years, many ANN-based studies have analyzed the problem of diagnosing the possibility of 
suffering a stroke event. In [10] Chin et al. applied data augmentation to CT images of ischemic stroke pa-
tients to expand the number of patch images, using them as input to CNN models to detect ischemic 
stroke with great accuracy. In [11] authors proposed a Res-CNN model that automatically classified acute 
ischemic stroke in MRIs. The Res-CNN model solved the performance degradation problem using the re-
sidual unit. 

Dourado et al. [12] presented framework for the classification of stroke from CT images applying 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) in order to identifying a healthy brain, an ischemic stroke or a 
hemorrhagic stroke. Following the Transfer Learning concept CNN was combined with different consoli-
dated Machine Learning methods such as Bayesian Classifier, Multilayer Perceptron, k-Nearest Neighbor, 
Random Forest and Support Vector Machines with high accuracy. 

Recently, in [13] authors proposed a methodology based on DL models on raw EEG data to predict 
stroke disease. The model was trained with data collected from real-time electroencephalography (EEG) 
sensors and used different neural architectures like LSTM and others. Our approach does not use graphi-
cal information, but only laboratory biological quantities, obtained from patient analytics and clinical data.  

Unlike the works cited above, the system developed in this paper allows the storage of multiple 
ANN-based models, to aid in the diagnosis of multiple diseases, which is, in our opinion, an important 
advantage over current systems. The system would even allow the use of some of the models based on 
neural networks mentioned above that use numerical or categorical variables as input data from laboratory 
tests or clinical and/or demographic data of the patient. Next sections are devoted to describing the devel-
oped system.  

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
This section is devoted to describing the architecture of Health Seek, as well as the development of 

each of the four components that comprise it: a multi-platform mobile application, an ANN for the pre-
diction of cerebrovascular infarcts, a database that stores models and all medical information collected 
from patients and an API that acts as a connecting link between all components.  

For the development of the first functional prototype of the system, an ANN-based model has been 
designed and trained that provides a estimation of the probability that a specific patient may suffer a 
stroke event from a set of known biological quantities in a certain moment. 

The data is requested from the mobile application, this request is collected by the API to later process 
the request. For instance, when a physician requests the statistics of a patient, the API will act as follows: 
• The App request is collected and processed. 
• A query is constructed and performed to obtain all diseases registered in the database. 
• For each disease, the corresponding model is loaded from the database and then the patient’s data is 

collected according to the features that a particular model needs. 
• The ANN performs the prediction from the recorded data. 
• The results are then returned to the App interface and showed to the user. 

Once the different components that make up the system have been discussed, Figure 1 shows a 
graphic representation of how these components are related to each other. 

3.1. Neural Network Architecture 

The development of the neural network has been carried out using Python, a high-level, object-oriented  
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Figure 1. System infrastructure health seek. 

 
and interpreted programming language. One of the most important benefits of Python is that both the 
standard library and the interpreter are freely available and there are many libraries that facilitate the crea-
tion of neural network architectures, such as Pytorch or TensorFlow. For this specific work, TensorFlow 
has been used under the Keras high-level library, which provides speed and ease in the development of 
applications of this type. 

For the design and evaluation of the system, an ANN to predict whether a patient is likely to get 
stroke has been first designed and then trained using a dataset [14] consisting of 4996 patients with the 
features showed in Figure 2. The dataset collects information about demographic and laboratory analytics 
information for patients in order to predict the risk of suffering a cerebral stroke using different parame-
ters like gender, age, previous diseases, or smoking status among others. The system is easily scalable with 
new ANN-based models for other diseases that are previously trained and stored in the application data-
base. 

The main objective of using an ANN is the elaboration of a model that allows making predictions, in 
terms of probability, about whether certain patients will develop a cerebral stroke. To do this, a Mul-
ti-Layer Perceptron (MLP) has been first trained and then used as a binary classifier. To improve the pre-
cision of the results obtained, different architectures and combination of input variables have been tested. 

Before the training, it was necessary to carry out a cleaning and data preparation process, since the 
dataset contained several records with null values in some features, such as the “bml” feature. The average 
value of the rest of non-null records was used as value for “bml” feature.  
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Figure 2. List of features used in the model. 

 
In addition, there was a significant problem with unbalanced data that needed to be resolved. Figure 

3 shows the problem of unbalanced data, with a proportion of non-disease cases (Stroke = 0) much higher 
than cases with disease (Stroke = 1). This fact caused the model to not achieve adequate performance, ge-
nerating overfitting. To solve this problem, a new sample of 350 records with zero stroke and 249 records 
with a value of one was obtained by applying a subsampling technique [15]. 

After the data cleaning process was completed, the dataset was decomposed into three different sub-
sets: test, validation, and train. This was followed by a study of the useful features those that improved the 
predictive performance. For this, a Correlation Matrix [16] was used, which represents the correlations 
between pairs of variables for a specific patient in the dataset. This method requires all the features to be 
numeric, but as Figure 4 shows, the dataset had some categorical features that needed to be fixed. 

The process of converting categorical variables to numeric can be done in different ways: 
• Convert the original variable to a binary one, with only two possible values, as in the case of the “sex” 

variable. 
• Dummify the variable to obtain a list of numbers, each corresponding to a particular category. 
• Assign each possible category a different numerical value. 

In the case of features with two possible values, such as “sex” and “ever_married”, they were con-
verted to a binary variable. The rest of the categorical features were blurred. Generally, the process of 
dummifying a variable tends to provide better results in the behavior of the neural network, although this 
is not always the case. Once all the features were fixed, the correlation matrix was calculated. Figure 5 
shows the correlation matrix for the dataset used. 

In view of the correlation matrix, it can be observed that the features that seemed to be more related 
to the target variable were “sex”, “hypertension”, “heart_disease”, “avg_glucose_level” and “ever_married”. 

Next, the ANN architecture that best fit the data was designed. Previously, several experiments were 
carried out where different architectures were tested: layers were added and/or deleted, the number of 
neurons in each layer was modified, dropout was added, the activation function was changed, the learning 
rate was altered, different features were added and deleted, etc. After this process, the appropriate network 
architecture for the specific problem was obtained. Results obtained after training with the features chosen 
from the correlation matrix are showed in Figure 6. 

After several experiments were conducted, it was found that there were features that only contributed  
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Figure 3. Initial distribution of the target variable (stroke). 

 

 
Figure 4. Structure of the dataset with the features considered. 
 

 
Figure 5. Correlation matrix after pre-processing the dataset. 
 
noise to the model. To solve this problem, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm [17] was 
applied and it was found out that the best results were obtained using only five features. Finally, the most 
relevant features providing better performance for the model are shown in Table 1. Then, in Table 2, the 
final network architecture is described. Figure 7 shows the model accuracy and model loss after the training  
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Figure 6. Results obtained after training with the features chosen from the correlation matrix. 
 

 
Figure 7. Model accuracy and loss for the final architecture. 
 
Table 1. Most relevant characteristics. 

Features providing best results 
sex 
age 

hypertension 
heart_disease 

avg_glucose_level 
 
process using the specified architecture for the model.  

For the evaluation of the model, a sample of 120 patients extracted from the dataset was used. It 
should be noted that, as shown in Figure 3, the values of the target variable of the dataset are binary values 
(0 and 1). In our case, the model presented yields an output in terms of probability, where the cut-off has 
been set at 50%. Then, the results obtained were evaluated and compared with those expected. Tables 3-5 
show the evolution of the results with the different models tested and described above. 

For model 3, the same features and architecture were used as in model 2 but applying the PCA algo-
rithm. 
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Table 2. Final neural network architecture. 

Optimizer Adam 

Hidden layers 1 hidden layer with 9 neurons 

Activate hidden layer function Relu 

Dropout grade 0.20 (in hidden layer and input layer) 

Learning rate 0.001 

Batch size 10 

MaxNorm 3 

Epochs 200 

Validation Split 0.15 

Output layer activation function sigmoid 
 
Table 3. Features (correlation matrix) and architecture of model 1. 

Features providing best results 

age 

hypertension 

heart_disease 

ver_married 

avg_glucose_level 
 

Optimizer Adam 

Hidden layers 1 hidden layer with 9 neurons 

Activate hidden layer function Relu 

Dropout grade 0.20 (in hidden layer) 

Learning rate 0.001 

Batch size 10 

MaxNorm 3 

Epochs 200 

Validation Split 0.15 

Output layer activation function sigmoid 
 

As can be seen in Table 5, model 1 provides a 77.5% success rate. For model 2, it was observed that 
there were characteristics that introduced noise to the model, so we carried out different tests in an empir-
ical way, adding and eliminating characteristics to the model. With the characteristics shown in Table 4, it 
was possible to increase up to 80% of success. With respect to model 3, using the same structure and cha-
racteristics as in model 2, we applied the PCA algorithm, testing with different numbers of components, 
obtaining the best result with 4 components, reaching 82% accuracy. In general terms, it can be observed  
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Table 4. Features (testing various features) and architecture of model 2. 

Features providing best results 

sex 

age 

hypertension 

heart_disease 

avg_glucose_level 
 

Optimizer Adam 

Hidden layers 1 hidden layer with 9 neurons 

Activate hidden layer function Relu 

Dropout grade 0.20 (in hidden layer and input layer) 

Learning rate 0.001 

Batch size 10 

MaxNorm 3 

Epochs 200 

Validation Split 0.15 

Output layer activation function sigmoid 
 
Table 5. Evaluation of the models used. 

MODEL 1 

 Predicted yes Predicted no 

True yes 40 6 

True no 21 53 

Accuracy 77.5% 

MODEL 2 

 Predicted yes Predicted no 

True yes 37 10 

True no 14 59 

Accuracy 80.0% 

MODEL 3 (PCA) 

 Predicted yes Predicted no 

True yes 40 7 

True no 15 58 

Accuracy 82.0% 
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that PCA improves true negatives and reduces false positives and negatives, achieving better accuracy in 
prediction capacity. 

3.2. Mobile App 

For the development of the mobile application, the open-source Flutter SDK was used, under the Dart 
programming language. This language was developed by Google and is used to create mobile, desktop, 
back-end, and web applications. Dart is an object-oriented language, defined by classes, using a C-style 
syntax, although in some respects it is reminiscent of JavaScript, python, and Java. On the other hand, 
Flutter is an SDK also developed by Google in order to create multi-platform mobile applications. The 
main advantages of Flutter are: Native compilation for both Android and iOS with high performance, very 
flexible creation of graphical user interfaces and fast development. 

As user interface, it was decided to use a mobile application, developed with multi-platform tools, as 
minimal changes in the coding, allow us to obtain versions for the main current mobile platforms: iOS 
Android or even, a web-based version. 

The user interface was designed to be attractive, intuitive, and easy to use by healthcare and 
non-technical personnel. This first version of the application has focused on the role of the doctor, allow-
ing them to view patient data, consult the results of laboratory analytics and find out the possibility of a 
patient developing a certain disease for which the system has a pre-trained model (cerebral stroke in this 
case). 

Figure 8 shows some of the application screens, which illustrate part of the implemented functionali-
ty. Starting from left to right you can see the user login screen, the profile information assigned to the cur-
rent user, the patient search screen, the current patient information form, including the results of the last 
laboratory tests and the estimation of the probability of suffering a disease for a particular patient. Fur-
thermore, the application allows to define different colors depending on the range of probability of suffer-
ing a disease obtained. 

3.3. System Database 

The design of the application’s database is a crucial aspect of the system, as it must allow a 
straightforward storage of different models to aid in the diagnosis of different diseases. The database must 
also store medical centers, users, patients, and appropriate clinical information for each of the diseases that 
will be later used by the system as input for the ANN. Patient information includes demographic data such 
as sex, age, location, height, weight, etc. and data from various types of laboratory tests such as imaging,  
 

 
Figure 8. Some screens of the mobile app. 
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blood, and urine tests, etc. Figure 9 shows the Entity-Relationship model of the database with main tables 
and relations of the system. 

The Database Management System (DBMS) used in this project has been oracle, mainly because it is 
one of the most widely used DBMS and allows compatibility with numerous clinic and hospital systems, as 
well as the level of security it offers. In this case, the data to be saved are (among others) clinical data of 
patients, so special attention must be given to safety. 

3.4. API REST 

The language used for API programming has been Python again, on the Flask framework. This 
framework allows developing web applications, web services in a very simple and agile way. The fact that 
the API is also developed in Python makes integration with neural network models more natural. Com-
munication between the API and the mobile application is done under the https protocol. The mobile ap-
plication sends https requests, the API processes those requests and returns the result in JSON format. 

The developed system includes a REST API that acts as a middleware between the mobile application 
and the database. This scheme allows the application to be easily adapted to different types of devices and 
allows working with different ANN-based models stored in the database, regardless of the input variables 
used in each particular model. Each and every one of the implemented functions follow the flow diagram 
showed in Figure 10. 

Table 6 shows the different methods included in the developed API, the input parameters and a de-
scription of their functionality: 

4. EVALUATION 
This section is devoted to describing the experiments performed to verify the correct operation of the 

system. We conducted several experiments with five patients of different ages, in order to evaluate the ac-
curacy of the results obtained and the evolution of the prediction of each patient in developing a stroke 
event based on the demographic values and laboratory tests performed. 

To do this, making use of analytical records made by patients over the years, the most relevant five 
features obtained through PCA, used by the model as described in Section 3.1 Neural Network Architec-
ture have been extracted. The data used for each patient, as well as the predictions made by the model are  
 

 
Figure 9. Entity-relationship design of the database. 
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Figure 10. API methods flowchart. 
 
shown in Table 7. For each of the five patients, the values of three laboratory tests performed over time as 
well as Sex and Age have been considered. The names of the patients have been anonymized and are 
therefore fictitious. 

Figure 11 shows the evolutionary graphs for each of the patients in Table 7. The results obtained by 
the model can be observed, as well as the trend over the years of each patient in the probability of devel-
opment of the disease. 

Although the objective of the present work was not to achieve high accuracy in the estimation of the 
model, the results show that the estimation performed by our Neural Network is consistent with the evo-
lution of the data provided as input to the model. In any case, as discussed in the previous sections, the 
designed system is scalable to different diseases or even models, including those of the state of the art dis-
cussed in Section 2: Related Work, as long as they are based on using Artificial Neural Network models. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
In this work, a new system based on AI that allows to store multiple pre-trained ANN models to aid 

in the diagnosis of different diseases has been proposed. This first functional prototype described consists 
of a multi-platform application with a user interface adapted to be used in mobile devices, a database for 
the storage of the models, a first ANN model with a suitable architecture for the prediction of cerebral 
strokes and a rest API that acts as a middleware between the user interface and the database and allows the 
system to be easily scaled to new diseases and models. 

Although this first version of the tool only includes one model, the experiments carried out show that 
the system fulfills the purpose for which it was designed and encourages us to include new models and  
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Table 6. API methods. 

METHOD PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION 

/file Patient id 
Returns the data (personal and medical)  
of the patient specified as a parameter. 

METHOD PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION 

/doctor Doctor id Returns the data of the physician specified as parameter. 

METHOD PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION 

/statistics Patient id 

Using the patient’s identifier included as a parameter,  
it retrieves the previously trained models from the  

database and returns a prediction of the probability  
of suffering a certain disease for each of them. 

METHOD PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION 

/analytical_values Analytic id 
Returns the values of a specific laboratory  

analysis based on its identifier 

METHOD PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION 

/analytics Patient id 
Given the id of a patient, this method returns the  

laboratory tests stored in the database  
ordered by most recent date. 

METHOD PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION 

/patients 
Doctor Id. 

Filter [Optional] 

If the filter parameter is not specified, the method  
returns all patients associated with the doctor whose  
identifier matches the one specified as a parameter.  

If the filter parameter is specified, a search is  
made for patients in the database 

METHOD PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION 

/login 
Nickname, 
Password 

This method is used to authenticate a user,  
using their username and password 

 
diseases in later versions. The experiment results show that the estimation performed by our ANN Net-
work is consistent with the evolution of the data provided as input to the model. 

As future work, it is intended in the first place to develop and add new models for other diseases. 
Specifically, we are working on a model for the early detection of urinary tract infection to determine 
whether it is necessary to prescribe antibiotics before the results of the culture performed on the patient 
are available, which could significantly improve the recovering of the patient. Secondly, a graphical user 
interface is being developed for the creation and training of new ANN models, with the aim of simplifying 
as much as possible the process of incorporating a new model into the system. 
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Table 7. Evolution of the biological and demographic quantities of the patients and prediction of 
disease obtained. 

Héctor INPUT DATA MODEL OUTPUT 

date  
analytic 

Sex age hypertension heart_disease 
Avg_glucose_level 

(mg/dl) 
Prediction (%) 

01/2017 Male 53 No No 113.21 32.75 

04/2018 Male 54 Yes No 120.78 63.10 

07/2020 Male 56 Yes Yes 160.05 69.56 

Raúl INPUT DATA MODEL OUTPUT 

date  
analytic 

Sex age hypertension heart_disease 
Avg_glucose_level 

(mg/dl) 
Prediction (%) 

02/2014 Male 66 No No 81.10 38.08 

03/2019 Male 71 No Yes 102.36 69.59 

02/2021 Male 73 Yes Yes 98.6 76.11 

Carla INPUT DATA MODEL OUTPUT 

Analytic 
Date 

Sex age hypertension heart_disease 
Avg_glucose_level 

(mg/dl) 
Prediction (%) 

03/2021 Female 55 Yes Yes 210.40 66.43 

06/2021 Female 55 No Yes 190.47 63.26 

09/2021 Female 55 No Yes 180.40 63.08 

Toni INPUT DATA MODEL OUTPUT 

Analytic 
Date 

Sex age hypertension heart_disease 
Avg_glucose_level 

(mg/dl) 
Prediction (%) 

02/2011 Male 78 No No 78.03 41.01 

05/2017 Male 84 No Yes 80.12 41.91 

06/2021 Male 88 No Yes 94.64 65.87 

Ángela INPUT DATA MODEL OUTPUT 

Analytic 
Date 

Sex age hypertension heart_disease 
Avg_glucose_level 

(mg/dl) 
Prediction (%) 

05/2019 Female 71 Yes No 195.25 60.62 

06/2020 Female 72 Yes No 180.63 61.21 

08/2021 Female 73 Yes No 161.21 62.10 
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Figure 11. Model output for patients. 
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